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DDSAA Thoughts on the RAAus General Meeting 9
th

 February 2013. 

 

Ches and I have thought for a couple of days how we could describe the general meeting. To say that we were 

both very down hearted and deflated is quite true. However we realised that we need to supply a report to those 

that have promoted and supported the members going to Canberra and their attempts to achieve better 

governance for RAAus. 

 

Looking over various documents since our return, we noted that a number of members present at the meeting 

have already covered most topics on various forum sites. We have collated some of the various writers reports 

below as our understanding of the events that transpired at the meeting. We have added our comments as 

required throughout this document to portray our thoughts or to add some clarification. Many thanks to those 

numerous writers for your comments that have been used here. We have attempted to portray them as presented 

and not apply any bias or misquoting / misrepresentation. 

 

There were 168 members present plus the board with all states of Australia represented by various members. 

 

The Executive appeared to have a bit of a bunker mentality and came to the meeting with their two lawyers who 

remained for the whole day. They also had a cabal of followers present on the day. 

 

S.Runcciman continued to claim that he had legal advice that his reinstatement by the Board was legal and that 

he was therefore the legitimate President. He also claimed that the Board had ratified his position. My 

recollection is that several Board members had not been asked to consider the question. No copy of that advice 

was tendered to the meeting. He chaired the meeting and the lawyer basically said if we disagree it could be 

tested in court and refused to discuss it further. The matter of impartiality and bias was dealt with by the 

constitution which says the president chairs, or if not present , a member of the executive. At least that was 

clear. His response to so many questions or comments was just to go on to the next person. All the while 

making a big effort to be seen to be giving everyone their say like the true and fair man he claims to be. We saw 

first hand the standover, dictating style of the president. 

 

The issue of the junior membership issues were discussed and S.Runciman just glossed over it and did not 

really address the real deep seated matter of process that was incorrectly carried out. It was still not very 

informative and was basically a cover up job. 

 

Legal case and insurance was discussed. Unfortunately, we got little information about insurance, beyond 

RAA's lawyer pointing out the legal matter wasn't a problem as we were insured. It  then became apparent the 

insurance cover is or may be close to exhaustion. Bit frustrating 

 

S.Runciman explained his perspective on the registration matters, until after about 30 minutes an interjecter 

loudly and rudely pointed out the president was the chair, and should behave like one, and anyway should have 

stopped himself 20 mins earlier, and he hadn't said anything informative. Despite this interjection being not in 

the spirit of holding a meeting, the interjector was clearly right and the president retreated. S.Runciman and 

P.Middleton continued to blame previous Technical Managers and others for the registration issues and held 

themselves out as hard working representatives who had been caught out. Beyond that, they appeared to think it 

was an unavoidable event, sort of an Act of God. I felt they were in denial over the state of RAA 

administration. Some members present accepted this and supported them, others questioned them at length and 

were obviously not satisfied. To get a full overview of the CASA audit problems read the full audit reports on 

the RAA website, especially the last 25 pages or so and very particularly the last 5 pages. The Casa Report – 

the Safety Alert at the end of the CASA report says it all – poor governance.  

 

It has been ongoing since the 2009 audit and Middleton and Reid have been part of the governance group. They 

should both resign. However, it seems they will not. They (and Runciman) want the membership to believe that 
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they acknowledge the problems and even though they have been in the governance group while problems 

continued to escalate, we should trust them to fix them. I think not.  

 

 

 

Eugene was questioned closely regarding the multiple failures to comply with legislation and Constitution. His 

lack of understanding of his portfolio and legal obligations was very apparent in my view. Eugene has still not 

produced a budget for 2012-13, an item which David Caban ( a former treasurer) got castigated on in the past. 

The RAA Board has no idea why the reserves have been built up nor do they have any policy on how they may 

be used other than to say “we need them for a rainy day”. 

 

 

There were a number of times where various Board members made it clear that they had not been informed 

about issues and felt that this was deliberate. In think everyone on the Board now has a better understanding of 

their fiduciary duties, including to one another. John McKeown, Jim Tatlock, Rod Birrell seemed particularly 

affected by the communication bottleneck.  

 

S.Runciman and Paul Middleton insisted they did not instruct the office staff to tell members that registrations 

were held up by a commuter glitch. I think many present were sceptical of this and a number of other answers 

given to questions.  

 

After lunch, the temperature had dropped a bit inside the hall (still 35 degrees outside) and I think the board 

finally realised most members were there to find out what was going on, rather than being a mob of peasants 

with pitchforks, but is still in denial over some or many of the problems presenting to RAAus..  

 

Discussion ensued on various concerns - communication, technology, financials, compliance, future directions. 

 

In each of the motions a VERY clear majority was reached in favour of the motion. Those with proxies that 

wanted to overturn the result could then have done so but seeing that the vote had the result required by the 

holder of the proxy there was no need to count them. The motions were carried. THAT IS DEMOCRACY. 

 

Middleton’s Letter to Members – I found it disturbing that the Secretary took it upon himself to send a letter to 

all members requesting proxies without giving those who requisitioned the meeting the opportunity to also 

make a statement and request proxies. This is particularly serious since the Board and Executive’s performance 

was a major part of the agenda and likely to be voted on.  

 

The letter was carefully crafted and possibly not the work of the Secretary but had the effect of getting 

Middleton a large number of proxies such that if a vote was taken, he and his group would have a significant 

influence on the outcome. 

Paul Middleton’s letter a week before the meeting was clearly a breach of natural justice and a cheat on their 

behalf. It no doubt showed they felt threatened by the upcoming meeting and were preparing themselves. If  the 

count from the floor was close only then were the board going to revert to proxys. Not requiring to use proxys 

meant that the question of legality doesn’t get a means to be tested.....  

 

Proxys were not a waste of time, and having now provided a means for the board to put their side of the story, 

then at Natfly there had better be significant progress towards planning and executing the plan around the 

motions accepted. 

 

We had the potential to get down and dirty but given that we would probably have lost and to the looser never 

go the spoils. There was a potential to try and make the meeting have a positive outcome, which was achieved, 

then I can’t see that given the cards dealt we could have achieved something better. 
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We couldn't have pushed major changes anyway because we respect the rules and understand the natural justice 

requirements in them that demand both notice and an opportunity for a response before sanctions can be 

applied. The decisions to include propaganda supporting the Executive, by inference if not in fact, in both the 

magazine and in the late mail out and denying the reformists the same opportunity says to us that such an 

ethical approach was not part of the Executives considerations. They had their lawyer there (paid with your 

money), their proxies there (obtained at your expense), and were there (accommodation and airfares paid by 

you). We attended the meeting at our own personal cost of perhaps a $1,000 per member on average. 

 

 

Motions were moved and carried instructing the Board to seek external advice regarding governance and 

management issues, particularly the respective roles and responsibilities of Board and GM, and their desirable 

structures. The need for the organisation to have a management team approach to its work headed by the GM, 

much improved communication and a Board that focuses on big picture stuff. 

 

Various speakers raised the importance of the Board making use of the expertise available within the 

membership. A motion was moved that a Skills Register be immediately introduced to start this off. 

 

Communication, or the lack of it, was raised again and again. The point was made this is much more than just 

having a website update and that there should be regular newsletters and other feedback from the Board and the 

staff. 

 

The Board all said they had learned from the experience and we have to hope that is indeed the case. They have 

until September 2013 at best to demonstrate it. Too often, the response of the president or the Executive was 

"we made mistakes”, “we will take that on board”, “we won't get it wrong again" that there may "be some 

problems" and they "may have made some mistakes" and "we will try harder next time" but, as far as I can 

ascertain, they have not set any goals or made any promises to fix any of the problems. 

 

This was just platitudes as the Board / Executive have been operating under a crisis management style for over 

two years. The President came over a bit poorly, running the meeting and participating in it, with an emphasis 

on control, yet he had to be reminded of meeting motion processes on a number of occasions. He also referred 

to fellow Board members as “they” and the executive as “we” indicating to us a them and us mentality at Board 

level. 

 

One great disappointment to me was a statement made by Paul Middleton that the office staff had copped some 

pretty bad abuse from some callers over the last few months. I spoke to Sue and expressed revulsion that this 

had happened after she confirmed it had happened on more than one occasion. The staff have been under huge 

pressure through all this and none of them deserves that sort of treatment no matter how much the issues hurt 

us. 

 

We think the members have now arrived at a fork in the road, that is, we can bring down the house and start 

again, as some have suggested, or we can rebuild the one we have. We are in the later camp of rebuilding and 

working with what we had started 30 years ago and make it better. While at the same time showing that we are 

serious that a repeat will not be acceptable to the membership and that the apparent disregard for legislated 

requirements are not acceptable and that people who hold office, where they have no capacity to deliver the 

requirements, need to move on and do that for the organisation. 

 

The Board – it seemed clear that the Board is dysfunctional, divided, lacks appropriate skills and is often not 

provided with essential information by the Executive. The Executive also lacks the appropriate skills to provide 

adequate governance for an organisation the size of RA-Aus. Middleton and Reid have been involved RA-Aus 

for a long time and have been a constant feature as the organisation lurches from tragedy to tragedy. 
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Board member Michael Apps spoke about the malaise that follows apathy amongst an organisation's members 

and that, in my humble opinion, is what has allowed RAAus to get to this point. The great majority of members 

simply aren't interested in good governance, democratic process, natural justice, altruism in their 

representatives, professional management of the organisation, the welfare of the staff, or anything much more 

than being able to fly the aircraft that is important to them. And, when something does go wrong that affects 

them, its got to be someone else's fault? It's almost a reflection of Australian’s attitudes to government 

generally. 

 

We think its time to be constructive and do all that we can to help and encourage those that have genuinely 

stepped up to the plate to rebuild.... it's easy to be critical and find fault but this is of low value input, the 

enduring value comes from positive input and support. The reported view of "lets try and work together" is just 

what we all need now ... lets hope that all, if not most, can work to that ethos from here on out and make OUR 

association the best it can be. 

 

Already we have seen that Eugene Reid resigned as treasurer. Three members are now working hard on the 

Constitutional Review Committee. Geoff Kidd has been approached to sit on the panel for the GM 

appointment, Peter Bugg is to be approached about insurance matters. Others have offered legal, financial and 

management skills. 

 

Have you looked at the RAAus website lately. Firstly the Board members were at last able to see the full CASA 

audit report after 14 months, the CASA / RAAus deed of agreement has been seen by the board for the first 

time, members can now read the CASA report and many other items. There has been more information on the 

RAAus website in the past week or two than there has been for the past two years. 

 

So, if we at least achieved, as the Board members all individually stated, a greater recognition of the issues as 

the membership sees them and an understanding that we need to work together in a more informed and 

cooperative manner, then we think it has been worthwhile. If the Executive now understands they must not see 

themselves as other than a part of the Board and that they are accountable to the membership, it will have been 

very worthwhile. 

 

The tree that is the current Executive and its supporters on the Board has been well and truly shaken and the 

roots are now loosened. If a strong wind comes up at Natfly or the AGM, it could well fall over! Alternatively, 

if nurtured and properly tended, it can grow stronger. The meeting's objectives were achieved in that it has put 

the Committee on notice that the members ARE now watching finally...the members will not accept a decision, 

or I should say lack of decision. What happens from here will always be known as their inappropriate actions as 

having caused the awakening of a sleeping giant. 

 

We the members, must take a particular interest in the performance of the board and the executive going 

forward, but in particularly over the next few months. We must watch closely to make sure they honour their 

commitment to upgrade to best practise management and that they don' take the membership for granted. 

 

With luck, this is a start. If we are wrong, nothing has changed. 


